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Dear Colleagues

Another energetic quarter has passed with great 
results. We congratulate the Chairman for receiving 
Al Roya award for the best economic personality 
of the year. This award comes under the sixth 
edition of Al Roya’s economic award, which aims 
to highlight the economic projects and initiatives 
in the country. 

Furthermore, Tariq Al Barwani hosted the Chairman 
in his FM 90.4 show “Impact Talks” to share his 
experience and outlook to inspire young SMEs to 
have business that is more successful. 

We all have seen the CAE posters around the 
corridors; hoping by now you have had a chance 
to nominate your best achievements for the award. 
Furthermore, HR has launched their HR Standards 
of Excellence assessment, which aims to evaluate 
HR function to capitalize on areas of strength and 
plan for excellence in all aspects of HR processes.

Petrogas leadership has visited Daleel and Rima teams as part of their engagement plan. They wanted 
to learn about the development, which are going on in the companies, as well as listening to employees 
sharing their ideas.

Espresso sessions continue to be exciting and entertaining learning sessions. With various topics ranging 
from safety to photography, volunteered presenters have managed to deliver enjoyable sessions. Moreover, 
we have enjoyed the time we have spent in Social Care Center in Rustaq, meeting the senior citizens and 
having chats with them.

Our charitable annual event of Sahabat Khair during the month of Ramadan was successful. We have 
delivered to over 120 families with ration boxes. Many thanks to our generous employees who helped us 
financially and in the distributing.

We had an exciting quarter that was, and we look ahead for better ones to come. Just to note that many 
of us will be going on leave during this period, so please take care of yourselves and your family members 
for safe and happy times.

Rahma Al Barwani
Head of Communications & External Affairs

Dear Colleagues,

Although the business situation continues to be 
challenging, the Group has shown resilience and 
kept moving on. It was due to our colleagues 
who are working relentlessly to push forward our 
business plans. Moreover, with oil prices hovering 
below$50, the diversification of our business is 
supporting us to progress projects we have in the 
pipeline. The focus now is on capitalizing on those 
projects and optimizing our business processes to 
make it more efficient and lean.
We are optimistic about the development of 
Kahil field managed by Petrogas. After obtaining 
additional 2D seismic, Kahil team is having better 
data set to carry out their field studies. Moreover, 
with thorough evaluation, the team has drilled 
Tabarak-1, which had smooth progress so far. We 
are hoping for positive results in the near future.
MBPS colleagues have made remarkable QHSE 
achievements in the last quarter. Years of LTI 
free  were not only duration achieved without an 
incident, but a dedication and commitment from 
all staff to avoid and mitigate QHSE risks. This 

achievement would strengthen MBPS market competitiveness as an oilfield services company of choice. 
Petrogas Netherlands B.V. has obtained ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 certificates, marking a quality signature 
to their operations. In addition, it has sponsored the “All Energy” day to promote sustainable energy.

Oceanco had a good period with new launch of an outstanding project “JUBILEE”.  At an impressive 
110m length, 16.4m beam and just over 4,500 gross tons, this yacht has a very sleek and original profile. 
Furthermore, at Dubai International Boat Show, His Excellency Saeed Hareb, Secretary General of Dubai 
Sports Council has unveiled Oceanco’s newly designed and engineered 120-meter private superyacht 
concept, which would be a spectacular project.

With the luxurious hotel of Al Baleed Resort Salalah, MUSSTIR has received the prestigious MEED Quality 
Awards for Projects. This project, run by Anantara, was competing with many other projects around GCC 
and managed to be named “GCC Hotel Project of the Year”. 

Looking into new opportunities, Koller has been working to enter the Iranian market. It has succeeded to 
supply the Iranian company Petro Danial Kish LTD with highly modern coil tubing unit. This development 
paves the way to more business relations to the local private companies and companies under the roof of 
NIOC.
Very good progress so far has been witnessed in our on-going projects to realize the benefits out of them. 
We need to optimize, do things differently and look into new opportunities. We appreciate the work and 
effort put by our colleagues to push the business forward, but we still have a hill to climb to improve our 
competitive position. We are a talented, creative group of people and I have every confidence that with a 
disciplined approach we can hit our targets. 
 
Thank you for your efforts so far and let’s build on our momentum.”

Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani,
Chairman

MESSAGE FROM THE MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIRMAN EDITOR
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We congratulate the chairman on being announced  The Economic Personality of the Year 2016 
at Al Roya Economic Awards. The 6th edition of the award has witnessed variety of categories and 
sectors targeted by the award. The award enjoys significant improvement in line with the need 
for a platform that care for and monitor economic activities in the Sultanate. The award includes 
number of categories, such as Al Roya Economic Award for the best economic personality, the best 
government projects, best social responsibility projects and best bank performance. 

CHAIRMAN AWARDED “ ECONOMIC 
PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR” 

DEAL OF THE YEAR : ISLAMIC FINANCE & IFN

IFN (ISLAMIC FINANCE NEWS)

MB Holding Sukuk was awarded “Oman 
Deal of the Year” by Islamic Finance News 
(IFN) Deals of the year 2016. 

IFN is known for its independence and 
their integrity, the prestigious deals of the 
year -11th year in running is recognized 
as the industry leading accolade honoring 
industry captains who engineered and 
executed the best Sharia compliant 
financial deal of the year.
 
Transactions from around the world 
were considered, 19 products categories 
were contested and winners hailed from 
10 countries. The awards’ function was 
attended by  MBH Treasurer  MR. Musaveer 
Ahmed, Corporate Finance Manager Mr. 
Rakesh Kumar and Investment Officer 
Arif Al Kiyumi.
 
MB Holding Sukuk issuance of US$76 million, which completed in June 2016, represents the first dual tranche 
(OMR and US Dollar) Sukuk issuance in Oman and the first Sukuk issuance for a privately held company in 
the Sultanate. Sukuk was listed on the new Bonds and Sukuk Market of Muscat Securities Market (MSM).
 
A Sukuk is an Islamic financial instrument that is similar to a conventional bond but is Sharia compliant.

MBH was invited by IFN (Islamic Finance 
News) IFN Forum for Panel discussion 
on “Deepening Oman’s Islamic Capital 
Markets.”
 
The forum was to discuss various topics on 
the emergence of Islamic capital markets, 
Sukuk issues, advantages and hurdles 
the Sukuk issuers and the regulators of 
Oman face today and how these can be 
improved to make Oman a good market 
for Sukuk and Islamic transactions.
 
The panel consisted of MBH Treasurer 
Mr. Musaveer Ahmed, Officers from 
Legal Firms like Mansor Jamal, Towers & 
Hamalin’s, Bankers like Emirates NBD, Al 
Izza Bank and Standard Charted Bank.
 

MBH Sukuk has won the Oman Deal of the Year
by Islamic Finance News (IFN) – Dubai 28th Feb 2017
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OCEANCO UNVEILS AMARA AT DUBAI 
BOAT SHOW
Amara, Oceanco’s newly designed and engineered 120-meter private yacht concept, in collaboration with 
Sam Sorgiovanni Designs was unveiled by His Excellency Saeed Hareb, Secretary General of Dubai Sports 
Council, Vice President and Chairman of Dubai International Marine Club - Mina Seyahi, and Senior Advisor 
to the Dubai International Boat Show. 

Oceanco revealed the lifestyle philosophy of creating a yacht designed for extended families and friends. 
Amara provides unparalleled living and entertainment facilities for up to 20 guests. The contemporary 
interior with natural timber, stone and textural carpets and fabrics blend to create an inviting and natural 
environment. 

“In designing the exterior lines of Amara, I wanted to portray a very strong and muscular form that was 
progressive in design but with a timeless appeal,” says Sorgiovanni. Its long bow accentuates the vessel’s 
generous proportions. Most importantly, the interior and exterior design work in harmony to create a 
holistic feeling of a relaxed well-appointed resort. 

The lower level deck opens up to reveal an expansive beach club resort that offers 3-way access to the sea; 
port starboard and aft. Also on this deck is a comprehensive wellness area with banya, hammam, beauty 
treatment lounge and a cinema experience for 16 persons.

A waterfall from the upper deck cascades down into the main deck swimming pool. And the main deck is 
party central, featuring a stunning pool bar, opening balconies and large entertainment areas. 

The upper deck has an outstanding owner’s apartment with a private plunge pool and open-air aft deck 
dining for 20+ people. 

The gym with a capital view is located on the bridge deck. For intimate gatherings there are two Majilis-
style areas aboard. In addition to the cinema on the lower deck, there is a quixotic cabana style open-air 
cinema on the sun deck. For young guests and those young at heart, there are accommodations for fun 
sports equipment such as a climbing wall and water slides. 

Amara reflects Oceanco’s applied evolutionary thinking, allowing clients to shape their way of life onboard. 
Amara will take you from the crystal waters of the Maldives to the iconic Caribbean islands, from the 
ancient marvels of the Mediterranean to the golden sands of Sri Lanka, in privacy, safety, and tranquility.

April 26 the Oceanco team celebrated the 7 years of Ownership of Dr. Al Barwani as the Owner of Oceanco. 
They gathered with a small team and wished for too many more successful years and superyachts to come. 

7TH ANNIVERSARY OF OCEANCO 
OWNERSHIP FOR DR. AL BARWANI 
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AL BALEED RESORT AWARDED 
‘HOTEL PROJECT OF THE YEAR’
Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara Crowned GCC Winner at 
MEED Quality Awards for Projects 

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara, developed by Musstir, was named ‘GCC Hotel Project of the Year’ 
at the MEED Quality Awards for Projects in an award ceremony held earlier this month. Following a win 
at national level, the iconic resort in Southern Oman competed against some of the region’s top hotel 
projects to take home the acclaimed award. 

One of the most coveted in the industry, the MEED Quality Awards for Projects are aimed at honouring the 
best in the GCC projects sector. They recognise not only the construction element of project delivery but 
also the value and quality of the project throughout its entire life cycle – from the design concept through 
to engineering and construction and its wider contribution to society and to the environment. 

Since opening its doors in late 2016, Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara has quickly established a reputation 
as one of the leading luxury hotels in the region. Developed by Musstir, the property development arm of 
MB Group in joint venture with OMRAN, the project was the result of the implementation of the highest 
levels of international standards and operational efficiency to ensure its sustainability for years to come. 

Safana Al Barwani, Director MUSSTIR says; “Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara is in line with both His 
Majesty’s Vision of 2020 for the Sultanate of Oman and with Musstir’s long-term commitment to develop 
sustainable properties that blend with the local Omani culture and traditions, as well as offer modern and 
high standard amenities for guests travelling locally or from abroad.”

Eng. Cyril Piaia, Chief Executive Officer MUSSTIR says; “We are thrilled to receive this recognition for our 
latest resort to open in Oman. We truly believe that team effort and constant desire to reach perfection 
were the drivers for Musstir to achieve this milestone and appreciation at GCC level.”

“Musstir is proud to have completed the development phase of Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara 
over the last five years, from the inception of the first conceptual ideas until its opening to guests late last 
year.  This distinctive and unique property adds another very interesting real estate project to the growing 
portfolio of Musstir, one of the region’s premier private developers. We are very pleased to have our 
latest project open for business and in Anantara we have found an excellent marriage between Owner and 
Operator.”

“Anantara is a natural fit for Musstir as we share the same values and the team has a proven track record 
of successfully managing luxury hotels around the world. The resort reflects the unique development 
philosophy of Musstir, which is a desire to achieve a vision of excellence for its guests and stakeholders. From 
the selection of its development partners such as architects, designers and contractors, to the handover of 
keys thanks to a team of professionals attached to the principle of care, commitment, integrity, leadership, 
quality and teamwork.”
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MB Holding & MBPS management team would like to congratulate MBPS for its outstanding HSE achievements 
and their commitment to employees’ safety.  

They managed to achieve the milestones listed below by following HSE policies and regulations, following plans 
and procedures, looking after themselves and most importantly looking after each other. 

Effective leadership and commitment towards safety were the main contributors towards this achievement. 
By placing a strong pledge on safety, the team successfully managed to mitigate all involved risks and also 
eliminate associated hazards.

MBPS QHSE ACHIEVEMENTS 

Wire-line Daleel  has completed 13 Years without 
any LTI01

CTU-8 has completed 2 years without any LTI.09

Rig 115 (Bahrain hoist) has completed 4 years without 
any LTI. 06

Hoist 34 has completed 10 Years without any LTI.03

MBPS Wire-line (Qarn-Alam Low Pressure) has 
completed 5 Years without any LTI.05

Hoist 42 has completed 3 Years without any LTI.07
Hoist 3 has completed 2 Years without any LTI. 08

Nimr Work-Shop has completed 9 Years without any LTI04

Wire-line & completion Safah Team has completed 10 
Years without any LTI  02

MBPS DRILLING FLUIDS LABORATORY 
               
The newly built Drilling Fluids laboratory has been operational since February 2017.  The laboratory function 
is to provide comprehensive laboratory services in support of MBPS Drilling Fluids Business, CTU Stimulation 
Fluids and Down Stream Production Chemicals.  

The laboratory is equipped with a vast array of analytical instrumentation geared towards the testing and 
evaluation of various types of drilling mud systems and a full complement of professional, knowledgeable 
personnel.
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LABORATORY FUNCTION
To design, formulate and test standard and non-standard fluids for field applications and tenders. 

To conduct quality testing on all products as per the company QA/QC procedure & internationally procedures 
of (American Petroleum Institute)

To solve problems through systematic investigations, analysis and testing.

To provide shale analysis services through cation exchange capacity measurements and inhibitive fluid design 
swelling test.

To maintain continuous awareness of technological advances in drilling fluids, chemistry and related disciplines 
and transfer new technology to operations. 

To undertake laboratory work on-site as required by operations to support new technology introduction and 
resolve problems.

LABORATORY CAPABILITIES
The new MBPS Drilling Fluids lab a wide range of technical testing capabilities, with a various equipment to 
support its operations in the Middle East.  The following tests are performed on regular basis in the MBPS Lab.

  Drilling Fluids formulation, WBM, OBM, Completions Fluids.

  Complete Testing for Drilling Fluids Properties as per API 13 standard.

QA/QC for the Products.

Particle Size Distribution (PSD)

Linear Swelling Test.

HTHP Dynamic Filter Press.

Permeability Plugging Apparatus.

Extreme Pressure Lubricity Tester.

Brookfield Digital Viscometer.

PHT Viscometer.
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On the 10th of July a delegation from MBPS and UES visited Qatar to explore oil and gas opportunities.
The meetings was planned and arranged with 3 different companies. 

The visit was done by Ahmed Al-Khodhouri – Sr. Project Manager in Drilling Fluids, Mahfoodh Al Shaikh – Sr 
Business Development Manager from MBPS, Said Al-Maskari – CEO of United Engineering Services and Sergio 
Kolkov – Business Development Manager from UES.

11th July 2017 meeting with “Delta Corporation” 

 
Delta Corporation is US based oilfield engineering equipment design and manufacturing company specialised 
in production of wellheads, X-mas trees and other oilfield equipment products. It is the only company that 
has branches in the Middle East with full in-house capability to support regional and international extracting 
contractors and oil & gas producers to manage the complete pressure flow operations on site.
Delta Corporation (Qatar Branch) currently is supplying wellheads, X-Mas trees along with after sales services to 
Aramco, KOC, Iraq market and other companies.

During the meeting MBPS and UES have presented their services and expertise to Delta Corporation team. They 
discussed ways of cooperation with Delta Corporation to open new markets and services in the region.

In order to push this discussion further, communications and meetings will be carried with Delta Corporation in 
the very near future.

12th July 2017 meeting with ”Qatar Engineering Trading & 
Constructing Company”
QETCC is a local company based in Qatar working on mega infrastructure as well as oil and gas  industry. The 
company is currently finalizing a petrochemical plant with European partner and will start the construction by 
the end of this year.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss ways of cooperation between MBPS and QETCC in Qatar market 
specially with Qatar Petroleum and Ras Gas.

As per the chairman of QETCC, Qatar Petroleum is setting new policies for awarding the new contracts by 
advising all vendors and suppliers to register their companies locally, cooperate with local companies and have 
their services and facilities readily available in Qatar.

12th July 2017 meeting ” Qatar Petroleum”
The meeting with QP supply chain team was fruitful, MBPS & UES gave presentation on their services.

QP supply chain management was impressed with the range of services that can be provided by MBPS as well 
as UES.

We have highlighted to QP supply chain that MBPS has been working with QP between 2000 to 2004 and 
second contract 2005 to 2007 providing drilling fluid chemicals and engineering.

During the meeting we have extended MB management appreciation to QP for all the support given during the 
previous contracts and for the recent awards for drilling fluid chemicals.

QP team emphasized to have a local presence for MBPS and UES in Qatar by having a tie up with local Qatari 
companies as the new regulation of QP contracts awarding will give high priority to the local companies.

Both teams have agreed to continue communicating to have MBPS and UES register in the QP vendor portal in 
order to have updates on the coming opportunities.

MBPS AND UES VISIT TO QATAR
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DALEEL QHSE DAY 
Petrogas top management attended Daleel Petroleum’s annual Quality, Health, Safety and Enviroment ( QHSE) 
day on 8th of March 2017 in the field. Under a theme of “ Safety is to Walk the Talk” with aim to embrace the 
QHSE occupational standards and culture across Daleel the board memebers and Daleel’s management team, 
recognised outstanding employees and business partners for achiving the unltimate objective of protecting 
people, enviroment and local communities. 

The QHSE day 2017 programme sucsessfully inspired team-work through various activites  starting with a house- 
keeping campaign nearby Daleel concession area, in particular Masrooq village . A total of 200 employees and 
people from local community took part in the campaign. 

Led by Usama Al Barwani, Petrogas management visited Rima field and Kahil wellsite operations on the 19th 
and 20th April 2017. During the visit outcome of staff survey results was communicated. Moreover, they shared 
improvements which addressed some of the employees’ general enquiries. During the visit, management took 
the opportunity to give an overview of the future direction of the business. 

Furthermore, there were discussions to clarify some of the HR policies along with answering general questions. 
The management team, had a short tour around the facilities of Rima. They emphasized on the importance of 
staff and facility safety.

RIMA SITE VISIT
Top management visit to RIMA filed and Kahil wellsite 
operations on 19th and 20th April 2017
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KOLLER - IRAN GAS SHOW

Only two years ago, a delegation of UES and Koller traveled to Tehran to attend the Iran Oil Show. Since then, we 
have been continually establishing new contacts, and we have already presented ourselves at the last Oil Show in 
the framework of a partnership with a local sales agent. Tirelessly, sales and engineering have worked to realize 
the entry into that price-sensitive market dominated by low cost manufacturers. In November 2016, the Iranian 
company Petro Danial Kish LTD ordered a highly modern coil tubing unit at Koller which marks a milestone in our 
growth.

Tirelessly, sales and engineering have worked to realize the entry into that price-sensitive market dominated by 
Chinese manufacturers. In November 2016. the Iranian company Petro Danial Kish LTD ordered a highly modern 
coil tubing unit at Koller.

KOLLER realizes entry into the Iranian oil and gas market

KOLLER engineers have developed a container-based unit for offshore application. Each of the four containers is 
DNV certified and meets the requirements of ATEX zone 2. The tubing reel is equipped with 5,500 m tubing with 
a diameter of 1 ¾ inch. Furthermore, it has a monitoring system for continuous measuring of tube ovality. The 
injector delivers a maximum pull force of 80k lbs and a maximum speed of 64 m/min. A powerful hydraulic power 
pack provides the required hydraulic supply for tube reel, injector, bop control as well as auxiliary components. It 
is driven by a 484 hp CAT Diesel engine with ATEX package. 

From 25th till 28th April, an expert of Petro Danial Kish LTD was in Celle for the factory acceptance test. He was 
very satisfied with the perfect function and the clear design of their new coil tubing unit.

We are hopeful that we can establish fruitful business relations to the local private companies and the companies 
which are clustered under the roof of the NIOC. This first delivery is very important to strengthen the brand of 
KOLLER as well as for business growth of the whole UES group.
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OCEANCO LAUNCHES LARGEST YACHT OCEANCO: PROJECT YASMIN

Oceanco’s outstanding project JUBILEE, with striking exterior styling by Lobanov Design, grand interior by 
Sorgiovanni Designs and owner’s representation by Burgess, is the largest yacht ever built in The Netherlands. 
At an impressive 110m/361ft length over all, generous 16.4m/54ft beam and just over 4,500 Gross Tons, this 
yacht has a very sleek and original profile that will surely turn heads wherever she travels. Her elongated profile 
flows elegantly & gracefully from bow to stern; with no fewer than six decks, her progressively longer horizontal 
lines make JUBILEE distinctive from all other yachts. 

JUBILEE is truly a vessel in a class of her own. Igor Lobanov has created a unique & architecturally challenging 
design which creates a visual effect of multi-level decks - never seen before. She offers a fully certified helicopter 
operating deck forward with a concealed mooring deck below. Viewed from above, her curvaceous lines lead aft 
to a large pool deck with built in Aquarium and substantial beach club below. 

Built to the Passenger Yacht Code, her elegant Sam Sorgiovanni designed interior is both spacious and comfortable 
offering accommodation for up to 30 guests in 15 staterooms including an entirely private owner’s deck. 

This project was introduced to Oceanco by Burgess who also provided Technical Consultancy & Project 
Management throughout the entire build process. She represents a number of firsts in yachting, not only for her 
size, but also the fact that she is a fully turn-key project completely outfitted at delivery including all Owner’s 
supplies; tenders, spares, watersports equipment, china, crystal, silverware, table linen, sheets, loose furniture, 
cushions, etc. 
A visual and technological tour de force, JUBILEE will be undergoing sea trials in the North Sea and is scheduled 
to cruise the Mediterranean during the summer season.

Oceanco Launches The Largest Yacht built in the 
Netherlands - 110M/361FT project Jubilee

Oceanco’s new 90 meter superyacht Y716 (Project Yasmin) was successfully loaded-into the building shed 
in Alblasserdam on 23 April 2017. Her exterior is designed by Espen Oeino International who has given this 
distinctive yacht harmonious proportions, flowing lines and organic shapes. With a length of 90m and a beam of 
14.2m she boasts extraordinary interior volumes, in which the Terence Disdale team found inspiration to design 
and fulfill all given requirements.
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        PETROGAS NETHERLANDS: ALL ENERGY DAY
SPONSORING - ALL ENERGY DAY 2017, 9 MARCH 2017

MBPS TRAINING 
CENTER ISO CERTIFIED

On the 9th March 2017 Petrogas E&P Netherlands B.V. sponsored the All Energy Day in the World Trade Center, 
Rotterdam and represented itself to the participants, mainly students, in this event.  Next to the exhibition, other 
events included numerous in depth sessions with energy experts ranging from the E&P Industry and sustainable 
energy providers to high-tech energy applications like racing cars. This event and our participation therein 
underscored the Ladder of 7 for the Energy Transition in the Netherlands as developed by NOGEPA.

We congratulate MBPS training center for receiving ISO 
29990 certificate. Mr. Hamdoon Al Jabri and his team 
managed to meet all ISO requirements to make MBPS 
Training Centre an ISO Certificated center.

This certificate assures their internal and external 
stakeholders that best quality of service is provided. 

Currently, the center is supporting MBPS operations by 
scheduling and delivering mandatory technical and HSE 
courses to their employees. 

The ISO Certificate is a step forward in the process of 
registering the center as a technical Oil & Gas institute 
with the aim of training employees to be able to operate 
successfully in the field.

MBPS drilling fluids department have signed two contracts with Petrogas and Daleel to provide drilling fluids 
and mud engineering services. These contracts will help to strengthen MBPS pipeline of projects and stream of 
revenue. The deal which was signed by Salim Al Harthy from MBPS gives the company extendable three and 
four years duration. The department managed to prove their quality of their service to their clients and earned 
their trust. 

ISO14001 + OHSAS18001 CERTIFICATES, 13 MARCH 2017

PETROGAS NETHERLANDS ISO CERTIFICATION

This step was necessary after Petrogas acquired the Chevron E&P Netherlands business, there has been great 
effort by all of us to ensure that our Management System has been reshaped in order to make it fit and suitable 
for Petrogas and to ensure continuity of our HSE related processes. The reshaping has been carried out taking 
into consideration the ISO14001:2004 and the OHSAS18001:2007 standards. 

This is to ensure the sustainability of our BEMS (Business Excellence Management System). Also we congratulate 
Petrogas Netherlands  for receiving ISO14001:2004 AND OHSAS18001:2007 certificates.

MBPS AWARDED TWO 
NEW CONTACTS
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10TH ANNIVERSARY OF  MB INFORMATICS, INDIA 
Chairman and Senior Management visit to MB Informatics Pvt. Ltd. (India)
The 10th anniversary of MBI was celebrated on 16th February, 2017. The function was presided by Chairman 
Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani and attended by Vice Chairperson Mrs. Sharifa Al Harthy, Mrs. Iman Al Barwani, , 
Mr. Said Al Jabri (Director of Corporate operations), Mr. Sushil Kumar (Chief Financial Officer-MB Group), Mr. 
Salim Al Harthy (Chief Executive Officer-MBPS), Mr. Yasser Al Mughairi (General Manager HR & IT-Petrogas), Mr. 
Fadhil Abdul Rahman Al Bakry ( Manager Finance - Petrogas),  Mr. Manoj Bhargava (Chief Operating Officer-
MBI) and the entire  MBI Team.  

The Chairman along with other dignitaries took a round of the office facilities and had a brief chat with the 
various process owners.

The program started with a note of thanks by Mr. Manoj Bhargava for the support provided by the Chairman, 
Vice Chairperson and key stakeholders during the growth journey of MBI in the last 10 years. MBI has grown as 
Group’s Shared Service Centre over the last few years from just providing accounting and  basic HR services to 
now providing payroll, recruitment, legal, portal management and process consulting service. Currently, MBI is 
operating with a team of 55 professionals providing services under 11 processes and 100+ sub-processes to 15+ 
entities having businesses in more than 10 countries.

Chairman congratulated MBI team on its contribution to the Group and also shared snap vision of MBI for next 
10 years.  He shared his views on how the vision of setting up a shared services center in India has benefitted the 
Group and his hopes of seeing it become a global service provider in future years.

Vice Chairperson Sharifa Al Harthy cut the cake marking the 10th anniversary amidst applause from the gathering. 

MBI team gave presentation to the visiting management team on MBI’s business strategy going forward, 
services being provided by MBI to Group companies along with contribution made under various functions 
over past few years and potential of further growth. The business discussions continued through the day.
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Oceanco rolled out the red carpet for the next generation of yacht designers last week, as eight of the nine 
finalists in the 2017 Young Designer of the Year Award were treated to a behind-the-scenes visit.

The award, which is now in its tenth year, is run in association with Oceanco and aims to discover the best 
young talent in the field of yacht design. This year, the competition was split into student and professional 
entries, with Thibaud Le Merdy and Eric Laurent being named as the winners in their respective categories.
This year’s Young Designer of the Year Award finalists were Dani Santa Vives, Harun Kemali, Casper Marelis, 
Timothy Baldacci, Alexander Fogg, Ricardo Pilguj, Thibaud Le Merdy and Eric Laurent.

Oceanco partners Bolidt and Esthec also hosted a series of workshops for this year’s Young Designer of the 
Year Award finalists and previous winners, before an exhilarating RIB ride into Rotterdam for dinner.
The three-day visit was capped off by a river tour of Amsterdam on April 27 to celebrate Kingsday — an 
important national holiday in the Netherlands.

Iris Bosschaart from Oceanco, said: “It is always great to see young, talented and enthusiastic designers 
contributing their ideas and testing them against real life experiences at Oceanco. Having the young 
designers spending time at Oceanco is an ideal opportunity to explore new innovative thinking.”

Their designs can be found on:
 http://www.boatinternational.com/yachts/luxury-yacht-design-interiors/young-designers/young-designer-
of-the-year-2017-finalists-announced--32293
 

The visit began on April 25 with dinner and a night out in Amsterdam, followed on April 26 by a chance 
for the young designers to pitch their designs directly to Oceanco’s in-house design, naval architecture 
and yacht management teams. Following the presentations, Oceanco chose Timothy Baldacci’s Ardea Alba 
concept to be taken forward for further development. 

The visit continued with an exclusive tour of in-build superyacht, allowing the designers to see how the 
yard’s spectacular designs translate into reality.

The Annual young designers getaway

OCEANCO YOUNG DESIGNER AWARD
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United Engineering services appointed Mr. Shoaeb 
Abdul Rehman Kasmani as Chief Commercial Officer 
(CCO), Reporting to UES Oman Chief Executive Officer 
Mr. Said Saif Al Maskari

Mr.Kamani will lead the company’s efforts to maximize 
the value of the pipeline and responsible for the 
commercial strategy and Business development. 
Moreover, he will be involved in all activities relating to 
marketing, sales, product development and customer 
service to drive business growth and market share.

UNITED ENGINEERING SERVICES 
BUSINESS UPDATES

P9 Delivered to Sultan Armed 
Forces

UES is entering shooting range market  

Chief Commercial Officer

United Engineering Services delivered the first order of 
P9 Boats to the Sultan Armed Forces to support their 
maritime security challenges of irregular arrivals of 
people by small boats, fisheries protection and counter 
trafficking activities. 

With established presence in both the Middle East and Asian Market, UES is continuing to engage with 
relevant authorities for possible alignment between the Sultan Armed Forces upcoming programs and our 
vessel range. UES will continue manufacturing premium boats specifically designed for the water, weather 
and wave characteristics of the Gulf of Oman.

UES has entered a new business line of shooting ranges. They have signed an agreement to be the 
exclusive representative of Action Target in Oman. Action Target is US market leader for shooting range 
technology. With over 4,000 products and 47 patents of systems they design and manufacture, Action 
Target differentiates itself by unique start-to-finish approach of engineering and manufacturing to range 
design and installation. Action Target also design ventilation systems and conducts firearms training for law 
enforcement and various military divisions.

Sulaiman and Asad attending Shot  Show 2017
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MB Holding & Petrogas celebrated family day in a joint event at Al Nahda Resort & Spa on the 10th of 
March.  The event aimed to promote a greener lifestyle by incorporating “ going green” in all activities and 
the overall theme. 

Before the event, all attendees were invited to take part in a recycling competition to create a unique item 
only using recycled scrap material. Adults and children both competitively innovated items from plastic 
bottles, popsicles sticks & even pistachio shells. A panel of judges voted on the top three winners. 

MBH AND PETROGAS FAMILY DAY

There were many activities both for adults and children including face plating, tree planting, arts & crafts 
table, henna, magic show, team building activities for adults, other assorted games, a bouncy castle for 
children and a separate play area for toddlers. 

After working up an appetite from all the activities, dinner was served followed by an exciting raffle which 
included weekend getaway stay for two at Al Baleed resort Salalah, a weekend stay at Essque Zalu, Zanzibar, 
Omrah package for two from Razan Travel, dinner for two at Parkinn Muscat, monetary vouchers andother 
fun gifts. 

Besides promoting the ‘going green’ agenda, family day aims to strengthen our bond  with each other 
whilst celebrating our diversity and embracing our multicultural family. 
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On March 11th MBPS staff and their families spent good time together as part of “Team Building Initiative” 
at the Millennium Resort Musannah. The level of participation was great and allowed room for casual talks 
between management and employees. An SME company in events management “Al Sammar” was assigned 
to organize activities for staff and their family members to create an atmosphere of fun and entertainment 
throughout the day. They have setup games, competitions and water games for both adults and kids, who 
really enjoyed the buzz created and winners got their prizes. 

Many have described the day as excellent and enjoyable, they have express their interest to participate in 
the upcoming gatherings. 

Gulf Drilling Employees and their families conducted an away day at Millennium Resort Mussanah on 
Friday 24-Feb-2017. It was an excellent opportunity for everyone to connect outside of the workplace and 
have time with each other. The day was fun and full of activities that employees and their family members 
have enjoyed a lot. Team building activates were the best part of the day. The gathering was headed by 
Mr. Salim AL Harthy (MBPS- CEO) 

MBPS FAMILY DAY

Away Day - Millennium Resort Musanah
GULF DRILLING FAMILY DAY

Turquoise Yachts celebrated family day on the 13th of May with over 700 attendees at Istanbul Pendik 
Shipyard. Employees and subcontractors were invited to join in the festivities and had a good time with 
their families.
 
The shipyard was prepared with trampolines, pinball machines and slides for both adult and children to 
play and enjoy themselves; some even went home with victorious winning prizes.
 
The event ended with a gift draw ceremony and a thousand balloons were blown across the sky creating a 
picturesque moment and a beautiful memory for all those attending.

TOURQUISE FAMILY DAY
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PETROGAS NETHERLANDS WALKING FOR
CHARITY

SAHABAT KHAIR

MS Motion Event - Walking for Charity, 13 May 2017
On Saturday May 13, 2017, the National MS Fund is organizing the fourth edition of MS Motion. Petrogas 
Netherlands Health & Wellbeing program sponsored the entry fee.

What is MS?
Multiple sclerosis, also known as MS, is a chronic disease that attacks the central nervous system, (brain, 
spinal cord, and optic nerves).

What is MS Motion?
MS Motion is an annual walking event. Joining MS motion means that you walk for research into MS. More 
money for research is desperately needed, because of a continuous increasing number of MS patients. In 
the Netherlands, there are 17,000 patients and every year some 450 new patients are added. 

Indoor Football Tournament of Petrogas E&P
The 4th Indoor Football Tournament of Petrogas E&P Netherlands, was held on Tuesday 25-04-2017. 

MBH Group employees participated in the second annual “Sahabat Khair” charity initiative to help the 
needy by providing them ration food boxes during the Holy Month of Ramadhan.

Employees supported the initiative financially to purchase ration boxes and volunteered to distribute them 
to underprivileged families. Over 120 families were provided with Ramadhan Ration. This event could not 
have been a success without our employee’s generous help.
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SULTAN MALKI N.V. SUDHIR

SUHAIL BARWANI

Passionate about camels 
and camel racing from a 
young age, our colleague 
Sultan Al Malki talked 
to us about his hobby. 
Sultan comes from the 
Al Sharqiya governorate, 
the eastern side of Oman, 
which is famous for this 
traditional sport. He 
takes good care of his 
camels, and trains them 
personally for the racing 
seasons.
 “Not all races are 
the same, there are 
differences and they are 
guided by some criteria, 
mainly around the age of 
the camel and the distance of the race. For example, the camel at age of 2 years can participate in 
a race of a distance of 3 km.  Usually, those races have good prizes for the first winner which can 
be a luxurious car and a good lump sum” Sultan explained.  The ancient sport is being modernized 
with introducing robotic jockeys. These jockeys are equipped with walkie-talkie speakers, which the 
camel owner can use to deliver commands to the camel during the race. As for Sultan, he won several 
times, in 12 of them his camels got the first prize from different fields such as: Al Filaij, Al Kamil wa Al 
Wafi, Al Qabil and Bidiyah. He added: “This sport has government attention as we have national races 
organized by the government. The famous field of Al Bashaiyr invites many enthusiasts of this sport 
to participate and show the best of their camels’ abilities” 

As a young child N.V Sudhir (MBI) enjoyed drawing characters and giving them personalities, but as he 
started to grow older his love for drawing took a back seat to his schooling. Unexpectedly, many years later 
his neighbour, who happened to be a professional painter reunited him with his artistic passions. Sudhir 
was fascinated by watching his neighbour practicing his art and after conversing with him his desire was 
rekindled.  Sudhir enrolled himself and his daughter into a painting class which was not only fun but was  a 
great bonding experience for the two .
 

Sudhir continues to get inspired by painters of the early centuries such as Rembrandt Van Rijn,  Vincent van 
Gogh , Raja Ravi Verma’s etc. He takes great pride in knowing that his paintings are hanging up on the living 
rooms walls of his friends’ and family homes.  Although he currently specializes in portraits and landscapes 
using the primary medium of oil on canvas, he looks forward to experimenting with other mediums such as 
watercolors, acrylic and artistic styles. Sudhir hopes that his paintings will bring awareness to causes close 
to his heart. His paintings have managed to raise funds for charitable causes in Mumbai.  Through his art, 
Sudhir will surly leave a colorful legacy behind.

Suhail started his journey at sea 
at a young age. His father used 
to take him with his brothers 
to the beach where  he taught 
them how to swim. Growing 
with passion for swimming, 
he   started joining swimming 
classes in Sultan Qaboos Sports 
Complex - Bawsher  where he 
was trained by professional 
trainers. After high school, 
Suhail joined Sultan Qaboos 
University, Marine Science and 
Agriculture College, where he 
chose to pursue a major in  
Marine Science & Fisheries . He 
wanted to learn about  marine 
life, which kept him closer to the 
sea. From there he developed his 
hobby for   snorkeling, enjoying 
the spectacular life under water. 
When we asked Suhail about his 

hobby he replied: “you can see
beautiful colors of the coral reefs and different types of fish swimming all around you. This gives you 
a feeling as if you are in a different world”. Suhail  have been snorkeling in many different places, and 
now he is looking forward to get diving licenses and go deeper in to the water.  
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CHAIRMAN ON AIR WITH ‘KNOWLEDGE 
TALKS‘

CELEBRATING MOTHER’S DAY AT 
 ELDERLY HOME

ASMA AL BARWANI: 1ST FEMALE MARINE IN OMAN 

Chairman radio interview
On Tuesday the 2nd of May, Dr Mohammed 
Al Barwani joined local radio show host 
Tariq Hilal Al Barwani on his weekly one 
hour programme “Knowledge Talks” and 
discussed how he grew a young trading 
company to multinational conglomerate 
group. He talked about his learning 
experience and failures during his long 
road to success.  He also shared his advice 
to aspiring entrepreneurs.
 
Tariq states that the talk show aims 
at helping people gain knowledge on 
different aspects of their career choices by 
inviting guests who specialize in different 
fields and talking to them about their  ideas, 
struggles, tricks of the trade, expertise and 
knowledge.

On Mother’s day (March 21st 2017) Vice 
Chairperson, Madam Sharifa congratulated 
all mothers in MB Group through a lovely 
card recognizing them for their efforts and 
being effective employees at work and 
soulful mother at home. To celebrate the 
occasion 11 ladies from MB Group visited 
the ‘Social care Center’ in Rusatq, a home 
for senior citizens.
The center comes under the jurisdiction 
of the Ministry Of Social Devlopment.  It 
provides a home for 26 men and 6 women, 
welcoming seniors from all over the 
Sultante.  We distributed gifts for the edlerly 
and a warm welcome by the staff and the 
residents.

The aim of the visit was to simply spend quality time conversing with the residents over coffee. Iman Al 
Barwani, Head of Comunications & CSR- Petrogas, stated “ We left with a heavy heart as the conversations 
were enriching and we were not ready to leave when the visit came to an end. I highly recommend for 
companies and individuals to get in contact with the center and just go for a casual chat.” We found that 
such interactions were important as many of the residents were limited by mobility and are not able to 
socialize as much as they would like to. In addition they found the experience to be equally enjoyable for 
the residents as it was for them. 

Asma Al Barwani – UES, is the first female marine  engineer in 
the Sultanate of Oman. Her Journey began at International 
Maritime College Oman (IMCO). She graduated with a 
bachelor’s of science as Marine Engineering Officer (MEO) 
and obtained Certificate of Competence (COC) from the 
Ministry of Transport and Communication which will allow 
her to sail on-board moter tankers vessels as seafarer. 
 
In a profession that is dominated by men she states that; 
“although it is a tough work, women have the ability to 
work in fields currently dominated by men and excel in 
them.”

Starting her journey in Marine industry in 2011 with Port 
Services Corporation at Port Sultan Qaboos, she has come 
a long way and has gained a wealth of experience. Two 
years ago, Asma joined the Marine department at UES, a 
subsidiary of MB Holding. 
 
“Since joining the Marine department I have been 
exposed to a variety of technical skills as well as team 
work environment and networking with others. Each boat 
provides its own set of challenges and learning experiences. 
I look forward to working with yachts in future.”
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Petrogas E&P has embarked on Organization Design (OD) project to optimize company’s organizational 
structure. OD is a step-by-step methodology to identify dysfunctional aspects of work flow, procedures, 
structures and systems. OD realigns to fit current business realities/goals and focuses on improving both 
technical and people side of the business.

The hallmark of design process is a comprehensive & holistic approach to organizational improvement 
that touches all aspects of organizational life. Goal of the OD project is to achieve increased profitability, 
reduced operating costs, improved efficiency & cycle time. It also aims for a culture of committed and  
engaged employees and a clear strategy for managing & growing the business. 

Periodically renewal of the organization is important. Organizations that don’t periodically renew themselves 
can suffer from symptoms such as inefficient workflow and delays in decision making.
OD projects are usually huge and sophisticated in nature as they cover multiple sections of the HR discipline. 
Moreover, integration of project outcomes is essential and requires vast experience within HR function. 
For this project, we needed experts in the field such as Learning and Management Development Centre 
(LMDC).

(LMDC) was formed and registered in Oman in 2009 by two seasoned HR Development Professionals with 
over 80 years of practicing experience between them. Projects carried out by LMDC cut across both industrial 
and business sectors, locally as well as internationally, covering activities across the whole Integrated HR 
Domain as depicted below:

PETROGAS ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE PROJECT

For maximum effectiveness, LMDC executes its activities using a very interactive approach, involving key 
members of staff in the client organization. This approach fosters not only a better understanding of 
material covered, but also creates an atmosphere of trust and acceptance, which is critical in any change 
management activity. Knowledge transfer is done through individual 1-on-1 coaching where needed, and 
a series of workshops, covering activities throughout the entire annual HR Cycle.

The LMDC is driven by both Mr. Huwaishil Al-Lamki and Mr. Muhammed Al-Marhuby.

Mr. Huwaishil Al-Lamki
With a degree in Chemistry, Mr. Al-Lamki is passionate for people 
development. He is known for coaching and helping people to 
develop both academically and professionally. He first joined 
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) as a Senior Instructor. 
Quickly moving up the ranks, he introduced to PDO a ‘Graduate 
Scholarship Scheme’ that he had developed for government 
scholars who scored high passing marks in science subjects to 
go to overseas universities in the UK and the USA on Company 
scholarships. 

In 2007 he was seconded to Oman Society for Petroleum Alliance 
(OPAL)--an Oil and Gas E&P standards body. This is where his 
influence was felt across the whole industry in Oman. The ‘Best 
Business Practices’ model and the ‘Human Resources Certification 
Programme’ that he developed while working at OPAL continue 
till now to benefit not only E&P Companies, but organisations in 
other industries as well.

Mr. Muhammed Al-Marhuby
With a degree in Information Technology, Mr. Al-Marhuby is a 
practical, mature and well-rounded Information Management 
& Technology (IM&T) and Human Resources Management 
Professional with a broad background of experiences in the 
management of a large IM&T department.
He assumed many roles in IM&T department in PDO. He 
worked as application engineer, then to the responsibility of HR 
Management of the PDO IM&T function followed by leading of 
corporate IM&T section.

Our consultants in the journey
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Block-55 (Kahil) exploration license was awarded in 2014 to 
Petrogas EP through a competitive bidding round. This onshore 
block, with an area of 7564 km2, is situated in the South-Eastern 
corner of Oman, about 60 km south of Duqm city. Not much of prior 
exploration activities had been undertaken in this Block, except for 
an old set of limited 2D seismic data and four exploration wells, 
concentrated around the western side of the Block. Upon taking 
over, Petrogas Kahil LLC, reprocessed the existing seismic, acquired 
and processed additional 2D seismic lines and started drilling the 
first of the four commitment wells. The first well, Tawfeeq-1, was 
drilled in the western side of the Block, close to known hydrocarbon 
accumulation with a primary Permian, Haushi and a secondary, Pre-
Cambrian, Huqf subgroup targets. While hydrocarbon was found in 
both targets, deliverability was deemed marginal and the discovery 
well was suspended for further evaluation and a potential future 
reentry. 

This year, Petrogas Kahil has embarked on a drilling campaign to 
fulfil the remaining commitment wells utilizing a novel contractual 
model with Schlumberger as an integrated service provider. 
The contract is termed IPM (Integrated Project Management), 
whereby Schlumberger offers turnkey type solutions throughout 
the campaign, including the Rig and most of the drilling-related 

services.  The prospect was identified, in the most frontier side of the Block, through integrating available 
data along with data traded with other operators from adjacent exploration blocks, resulting in an average 
possibility of success of 20%.  

As a result, Tabarak-A was picked as the first well in this IPM campaign. The well was spudded on May 
1st and has had a smooth and a safe drilling progress through all planned targets. The Tertiary group of 
formations were found much thicker at the edge of the Ophiolite Obduction along the shoreline, which 
extends deeper eastward into the Arabian Sea. The targeted objectives which were quite difficult to image 
through the available 2D seismic, were found much deeper than expected; ranging in depth from around 
3044m (Aruma in the late Cretaceous) to 4750m (Huqf Sub-group from the late Pre-Cambrian era). While 
Tabarak-1, unfortunately, did not result in a discovery, it was clearly a risk worth taking as Oman’s most 
Eastern onshore exploratory well.  

\The Rig is in route to Jana-A, which is now regarded as 
the last well in this IPM campaign.  Jana-A is planned to 
be drilled at the North-West side of the block as a vertical 
exploration well to explore the hydrocarbon potential of 
Haushi and Nafun group, with a possibility of exploration 
success of 29%. The prospect is located within the Eastern 
Flank of the South Oman Salt Basin (SOSB),approximately 
15km away from RSF producing fields, which were therefore 
used as analogs in estimating the production behavior of 
Jana.   The results of Jana will determine the course of 
action to be taken

PETROGAS KAHIL: TABARAK HEALTH AND SAFETY EXHIBITION

For the third Time Petrogas E&P 
and Petrogas Rima participated in 
an occupational health and safety 
exhibition which is organized by the 
Ministry of Manpower at Muscat 
Grand Mall. The main purpose of the 
exhibition was to raise awareness 
among different sectors and bring 
into focus “Every Day is Your Safety 
Day.“ 

The exhibition was opened by H.E. 
Eng. Salim Al Aufi, Undersecretary 
of Ministry of Oil & Gas. Moreover, 
the exhibition lasted for 3 days and 
the number of visitors exceeded 
3000.

Third time Petrogas E&P and Petrogas Rima participated in an 
occupational health and safety exhibition
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18TH MAY 2017 

09.30 – 11.00 am 

MBH Training Center Mazin & Jabir Bin Zaid  

                         Speaker:  Fatma Ibrahim Al Hassani   
                       Specialized Mental Health Nurse/Master in Health administration  

This session is intended for all MB Group in Muscat. 

MB Holding Company LLC
P O Box 695, Muttrah

Postal Code 114, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24580580 - Fax: +968-24580599

Email: mboman@mbholdingco.com

www.mbholdingco.com

Petrogas E&P LLC
P O Box 353, Ruwi

Postal Code 112, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24527900 - Fax:+968 24527909

Email: petrogasep@petrogas.com.om

www.petrogasep.com

MB Petroleum Services LLC
P O Box 695, Seeb

Postal Code 111, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24580000 - Fax: +968-24494530

Email: mboman@mbpetroleum.co.om

www.mbpetroleum.com

United Engineering Services LLC
P O Box 2638, Ruwi

Postal Code 112, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24561850 - Fax: +968-24562083

Email: ues@uesoman.com

www.uesoman.com

Mawarid Mining LLC
P O Box 476, Sohar 

Postal Code 321, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-26865300 - Fax:+968-26865301

Email: mawaridoman@mawaridmining.com

www.mawaridmining.com

SULTANATE OF OMAN

CONTACT US

We have organized six awareness courses in Q2 which have received excellent attendance from different MB 
group companies. Most important sessions were:
 
I walk, I look , I see, I stop, I photograph
A session by Mr. Salim Al-Harthy where he shared his experience in photography and introduced some 
camera basics.

Understand our body
Dr. Dhishaan took us in a journey in the female body. With our guest Fatma Al-Hassani, specialized health 
nurse from Masrat Hospital, provided some tips on stress, how to manage it and ways to enhance good mood 
and relaxation in (Relaxation and Stress Management Technique) .

One Day in Refugees Camp
Safana, Iman and Rahma Al Barwani told their impressive and emotional experience of visiting refugee camps 
in Syria and Lebanon where they came across many touching human stories of their struggles.

Ruhaniyat Ramadan
In Ramadan we had the chance to feed our souls with (Ruhaniyat Ramadan Espresso chat) and covered three 
sessions.

1. Al-Hijra Ella Allah: our guest Sheikha Azza delivered religious sermons on how to grow closer to Allah, 
especially during the month of Ramadan.

2. Grab the chance: Sheikh Saud Al-Hashmi gave some pieces of advice on how to make the best of our 
time in Ramadan and grab its precious opportunities to be vigilant to many behaviors and actions we usually 
overlook in his session.

3.  Managing Diabetic & Anti-Hypertensive: Dr. Mithun form StarCare hospital shared with us some 
valuable information on how to manage diabetes and follow the right healthy ways to control it during the 
holy month.

 ESPRESSO
SESSION

18TH MAY 2017 

09.30 – 11.00 am 

MBH Training Center Mazin & Jabir Bin Zaid  

                         Speaker:  Fatma Ibrahim Al Hassani   
                       Specialized Mental Health Nurse/Master in Health administration  

This session is intended for all MB Group in Muscat. 

ESPRESSO CHAT
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Petrogas E&P: 

Exploration & Production of Oil & Gas

United Engineering Services:  

Oilfield & Marine Engineering Services

Maw
arid

 M
ining:

 M
ining &
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inerals

www.mbholding.com

MB Petroleum Services: 

Integrated Drilling & Oilfield Services

 STRONG ROOTS &

FOSTERING GROWTH


